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INNOVATION

IN ORGANIZATION

DUALOCKTM SETS THE STANDARD
FOR TOOL AND COMPONENT STORAGE

DuaLockTM Drawers from Maintainer are precision-crafted from
lightweight yet strong aluminum. 300 lb. mobile to 500 lb.
static rated drawer assemblies are standard across the entire
line of drawer size options. This ensures a solid, durable
platform to organize all your supplies!

Craing a Legacy of Premium Truck Bodies
1701 2ND AVENUE SHELDON, IA 51201 800-831-8588 www.maintainer.com

Experience The Maintainer Advantage
TM

ALUMINUM
DRAWERS

by
ONE CLICK unlocks the closed drawer...

ONE CLICK locks the drawer open!

NO PAINT! NO RUST!

All drawers are hemmed and Constructed of .090”
thick 3003-H14 mil ﬁnish aluminum. Aluminum’s
impact resistance is similar to that of steel but offers
better corrosion and fatigue resistance and the
attractive appearance of aluminum requires no painting.

FEATURES:

Drawer slides lock in both
open and closed positions
Lightweight
Corrosion free
Single action latch can be
operated with one hand
Hemmed drawer edges
Adjustable dividers
included
Telescopic top shelf
available - adjustable to
5-1/2” on each side

SINGLE ACTION
LATCH ASSEMBLY

Provides single-hand operation and locks the
drawer in both the closed AND open positions
eliminating unwanted drawer closures when
parked on uneven ground!

SPECIFICATIONS:

Drawers rated for 300 lbs.
mobile applications and 500
lbs. stationary applications
Custom drawer heights:
3” to 12”
Custom drawer widths:
13” to 48”
Constructed of 3003-H14
Aluminum
4” standard bottom risers
Standard drawer depth:
16” usable, 18” overall

Maintainer installs DuaLockTM
in their service vehicles, but
you can easily install them in
your van or mobile workshop!

WATCH OUR
VIDEO ONLINE

INSTALLATION IS EASY...

with multiple riser options and an optional
telescoping top shelf designed to adjust
out to 5.5” on either side. Built of 12 ga.
galvanized steel, this assembly provides a
sturdy reinforcement and a full shelf in most
applications. Each drawer option is equipped
with front to back dividers that can be spaced
as close as 2.25” on center.
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